
Cirrus Clouds:
Surprise Protagonist in Greenhouse Drama

Andy Heymsfield and an example of still-mysterious cirrus.

Water vapor and clouds are the
dominant regulators of the radiative
heating of earth. But accurate repre-
sentations of cloud-ocean interactions
have been the missing link in models
of the global climate system. Model-
ers have worked hard to nail down
whether these key players would
enhance or diminish still-crude
predictions of greenhouse warming
over the next few decades.

An NCAR scientist and an
affiliate scientist recently devised a

physically reasonable method for
parameterizing the ice water content
of cirrus clouds (the clue to their
radiative properties) for general
circulation models (GCMs). But
before modelers have had a chance to
test the new method in a greenhouse
scenario, a groundbreaking observa-
tional study has led cirrus clouds-
the most prevalent clouds in the
earth's atmosphere-to center stage,
revealing their role as a natural
thermostat in the tropics. (More
about that later.) (Continued.)
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Late last summer, Andy
Heymsfield (Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division, or
MMM) and Leo Donner (University of
Chicago) published a scheme for
parameterizing the vertical distribu-
tion of ice water content, or IWC
(mass of ice per unit volume of air), of
cirrus clouds. Since these clouds are
composed almost entirely of ice
particles, their ability to absorb heat
or reflect light depends primarily on
the vertical distribution of their ice
water content and on cloud thickness.
But until now, their IWC-and
therefore their radiative properties-
have been inadequately represented
in GCMs. In addition, a few months
after the publication of the parameter-
ization scheme, Paul Spyers-Duran
(Atmospheric Technology Division)
completed his airborne cryogenic
frost-point hygrometer, an instrument
that can accurately measure humidity
at very low temperatures, providing
data essential for cirrus IWC research.

In devising their technique, Andy
and Leo boiled down cirrus ice to its
simple physical mechanisms, came up
with equations to explain those
mechanisms, and then made the
necessary calculations for different
atmospheric conditions. They verified
their work against aircraft data from
several field studies representing
continental and tropical oceanic areas,
and will also use data from another
experiment later this year in Kansas.
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The new scheme for evaluating
cirrus comes just in time to test a
surprising discovery by former NCAR
scientist Veerabhadran Ramanathan
(Scripps Institution of Oceanography)
and William Collins (California Space
Institute), published in the 2 May
issue of Nature. From observations of
the 1987 El Niio (the interannual
warming of Pacific waters off the west
coast of South America), they de-
duced the following scenario: As
tropical oceans warm to above 270 C
(81 ° F), their waters evaporate to form
more heat-trapping vapor than the
atmosphere can balance through heat
emission. The result is a "super
greenhouse effect" that increases
convection, causing highly reflective
cirrus clouds to form. The warming
and convection continue until the
oceans reach about 320 C (900 F) and
the cirrus layer has thickened enough
to efficiently block solar heat, thus
preventing further warming and
capping the runaway greenhouse.

Ramanathan and Collins conclude
that carbon dioxide amounts in the
atmosphere would have to increase
by more than an order of magnitude
(i.e., more than ten times) to push the
sea-surface temperature past this
cirrus-induced limit; thus "the present
hypothesis departs significantly from
modern-day GCMs." However, the
theory-which sounds like a potential
death knoll for conservation efforts to
curb the greenhouse effect as well as a
rebirth of James Lovelock's Gaia
hypothesis (which describes the earth
as a self-regulating system)-needs
further work. The authors add that for
the new theory to be validated,
climate models must be combined
with field and satellite observations to

establish links between convection
dynamics, large-scale moisture
convergence into the warm regions,
and the ability of clouds in those
regions to reflect sunlight. And now,
any model taken seriously must also
show the tropical thermostat revealed
in the El Nifio observations.

Enter the Heymsfield and Donner
parameterization, which will help
with modeling cloud reflectivity in
GCMs. Andy says, "Our scheme is a
first step toward understanding cirrus
radiative properties on scales of 100
by 100 kilometers (or 60 by 60 miles)
and larger. It's not intended to be
physically realistic on mesoscale or
convective scales." That will come
later, he says, as the technique is
refined. Already Leo is using the new
parameterization in NCAR's commu-
nity climate model, Ramanathan will
use it at Scripps, and Andy expects it
to surface in European models soon.
In addition, Soviet cloud physicist Ilia
Mazin will visit Andy later this year
to collaborate on a book about cirrus
clouds and to pool data, technology,
and ideas.

Regarding the Ramanathan and
Collins hypothesis on the role of
cirrus clouds in the tropics, Andy
states, "I think they're right," but he
estimates that it will take about five
years before scientists better under-
stand the global role of cirrus clouds
in greenhouse warming. In a com-
mentary accompanying the 2 May
article in Nature, he and Larry
Miloshevich (MMM) write, "Nobody
knows yet how a natural thermostat
response to solar heating in an El
Nifno is related to the question of
greenhouse warming," since infrared
heat emitted by land areas in the mid-
and upper latitudes presents a differ-
ent situation from tropical ocean
warming. A global climatic response
to increased atmospheric carbon
dioxide may be quite different from
the negative feedback described by
Ramanathan and Collins.

For now, cirrus clouds are clearly
in the spotlight, but the rest of the
cast-the oceans, unidentified carbon
sinks, and other climatic players-are
waiting in the wings. Perhaps only
the final scene will reveal the charac-
ter capable of thwarting the green-
house antagonist. *Anatta
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Whither Carl Mohr?
In his 19 years at NCAR, Carl Mohr has gone through no small evolution.

At the end of this week, Carl will vacate his post as group head of computer
systems support for the Research Applications Division (RAP) to enter the next
evolutionary cycle of his life. What does the future hold? Carl puts it best in a
letter to his group members:

"I am [resigning] not because of any problems of a personal or organiza-
tional nature, but rather because the opportunity affords itself.... I've gone
further than I ever imagined and have enjoyed nearly every moment of it.
Nevertheless, 19 years is a long time without kicking back to take a reflective
pause, no matter how well things might be going. Due to circumstances back
then, I never had the opportunity to take that 'year or two' off after graduation
and it's something I vowed to rectify later in life. That time has come."

Carl Mohr then and now--a man of his times. (Photos by Ginger Hein.)

Indeed, Carl wasted no time in
1972 going from his bachelor's degree
at Syracuse University in mathematics
and psychology to an applications
programmer position with the Na-
tional Hail Research Experiment
(NHRE), based at NCAR. For the next
fifteen years, Carl and his computer
skills broadened from NHRE to the
Convective Storms Division (CSD)
and its successor, the Mesoscale and
Microscale Meteorology Division. He
specialized in methods for reducing
large data sets, particularly those from
Doppler radar, and completed a
master's degree in computer science
at the University of Colorado in 1980.

Carl's NCAR duties shifted
toward management in the 1980s. He

was system manager for CSD's VAX
minicomputer and took his present
RAP position in 1988. Among Carl's
two dozen or so publications have
been several dealing with Cartesian
gridding and display for reduction of
Doppler data volumes and merging
with surface and aircraft measure-
ment. He's earned two nominations
each for the Outstanding Publication
and Technology Advancement
awards and served as chairman of the
Scientific Computing Division's User
Group. Staff will also remember Carl
as a perennially strong finisher in the
up-the-hill road race.

"During my developing years,
NCAR instilled within me a strong
sense of self-discipline and taught me

Delphi: Bonuses

Question (16 May): There was
information in the local newspaper
about salary bonuses being paid to
University of Colorado adminis-
trators. Are any bonuses being
paid to UCAR or NCAR manage-
ment? Have any been paid in the
last three years?

Answer (28 May): The answer to
the two questions raised in this
Delphi Question is "no."

The only nonstandard com-
pensation furnished by the corpo-
ration to any of its employees is
the personal use by the president
of UCAR and the director of
NCAR of corporate-owned
automobiles. This personal use,
which is reported to the Internal
Revenue Service as compensation,
is paid for out of the private funds
of UCAR and is not charged to our
federal sponsors.

Bill Rawson
UCAR vice-president, Finance and

Administration

to adopt a long-term, institution-wide
perspective toward my work," Carl
writes. "As a manager, I did the best I
could to pass along these same values
to the professionals in my group and
to create a nurturing environment
within which success was possible,
much as NCAR had done for me....
I will miss working with all of you.
Nevertheless, I look forward to
sustaining and renewing every
friendship, possibly in other contexts,
as the years unfold."

If you'd like to wish Carl well
before he "kicks back," a going-away
reception is scheduled for next
Tuesday, 18 June, from 4:00 to
6:00 p.m. in the large conference room
at Flatirons West. -BH
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HAO Solar-Terrestrial Workshop a Stellar Success

It may seem obvious that the sun
affects earth's climate: it is, after all,
the driving source of energy. But
whether variations in that source-
sunspots and flares, cycles of mag-
netic activity, changes in the solar
constant-produce large enough
effects low enough in the earth's
atmosphere to affect weather and
climate is unknown and controversial.
This question, and the related one of
where the solar physics community
fits into the whole global change
picture, was addressed by a
groundbreaking workshop held
8-10 May at the Hotel Boulderado.

The Workshop on Solar-Terres-
trial Impacts on Global Change,
sponsored by NCAR and the National
Science Foundation, attracted 70
participants from 15 states and
representing 22 government agencies,
universities, private corporations,
national laboratories, and observato-
ries. It was an effort to summarize the
current state of our knowledge about
the sun and its effects on the terres-
trial environment, identify critical
gaps in that knowledge, and come up
with some ideas for filling those gaps.
As Peter Foukal (Cambridge Research
and Instrumentation, Inc.) put it:
"What do we know, what outstanding
questions can be identified, what
scientific approaches are likely to be
most fruitful, and are existing or
planned programs sufficient?"

The workshop, chaired by High
Altitude Observatory (HAO) director
Tom Holzer, was a combination of
scientific presentations and intense
discussion. Reports by leading
specialists in solar physics and solar-
terrestrial interactions amounted to a
state-of-the-science assessment. The
first session, on global change re-
search in the United States, included a
"visitor's guide and road map" to the
U.S. Global Change Research Program

by Dan Albritton of the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration (NOAA) and a report by
Judith Lean of the Naval Research
Laboratory on the National Research
Council's Working Group on Solar
Influences on Global Change. From
there, the agenda followed a course
from sun to earth. Talks focused on
the sun itself, the changes it under-
goes, and what might cause these
changes; the sources and cycles of
solar emissions like ultraviolet
radiation, energetic particles, and the
solar wind; and how these emissions
affect the outer reaches of the earth's
atmosphere, ionosphere, and mag-
netic field. Later sessions tried to
track these effects farther and farther
down into the atmosphere.

Effects in the stratosphere came
under particular scrutiny. A couple of
speakers cited evidence that ozone
levels in the stratosphere are influ-
enced by the solar magnetic cycle
(Rolando Garcia, Atmospheric
Chemistry Division) and by the
periodic influx of solar energetic
particles (George Reid, NOAA).
Closer to earth, the footprints of solar
variation are less clear. One link
discussed at the conference, and yet to
be physically explained, is the 1987
finding by Harry van Loon (Climate
and Global Dynamics Division) and
German scientist Karin Labitzke of a
statistical relation between the 11-year
solar cycle and atmospheric variations
in both the stratosphere and tropo-
sphere. Other possible near-ground
effects are among the open questions
that emerged at the meeting.

The workshop organizers are
preparing a report summarizing its
conclusions. "One of the most
intriguing" reports, according to Tom,
was by Wes Lockwood and B.A. Skiff
of Lowell Observatory, Flagstaff,
Arizona. Long-term observations of

several dozen solar-like stars re-
vealed, they reported, that most of
them have magnetic cycles compa-
rable to our sun's 11-year cycle and
related cyclic variations in their
radiative output. The surprise was
that the total radiative output of stars
most like the sun varied five times as
much as the sun's did over its last
cycle. If the variation in the sun's
radiative output over the last mag-
netic activity cycle is lower than might
be expected for past and future cycles
[i.e., if these cycles are more like those
of comparable stars], says Tom, "then
the implications for the terrestrial
climate could be quite significant. For
instance, George Reid has recently
shown that fractional variations of the
solar radiative output corresponding
to those observed in these solar-like
stars can lead to changes of as much
as a degree Celsius in the global
average sea-surface temperature.

"It became clear as the workshop
reached its conclusion," Tom adds,
"that a great deal of exciting scientific
research needs to be carried out in the
near future on the origins and terres-
trial impacts of solar variability if we
are to understand the possible long-
term effects of the changing sun on
the earth's climate." *Louise Carroll
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Announcements

Acronym Acrobatics:
Fleischmann Is Now FB

Although the NCAR mail room
does not use building designations to
route interoffice mail, they often are
used in Staff Notes and elsewhere. To
avoid confusion, the Fleischmann
Building hereafter will be designated
FB rather than FL, and FL will denote
Foothills Lab (formerly NCAR North).

Up for Grabs!

Information Services has purged
its photograph files and has many old
photos to give away. Mounted
photographs from old exhibits and
publications are in the Mesa Lab
library through 28 June. Please take
any that you would like to have. If
you have questions, please call Milli
Butterworth, ext. 8601.

More Mystery Mail

The NCAR mail room has mail for
the people listed below and needs
help locating them. If you know how
to contact any of the people listed,
please inform the mail room staff,
ext. 1143.

Ghanshyam Aagjhiani
Gordon Brown
Verchique L'arrive
Anatoly Lozhkin
Laura Smith
W. Spenger

New Staff

Anne Leslie Barrett, scientific applica-
tions programmer II with the Atmo-
spheric Technology Division (ATD).
RL-3 room A214, ext. 8808.

Libby Crimmins, student assistant I
with the Research Applications
Program. FW room 231, ext. 8442.

Heidi Frisch, secretary with the
Mesoscale and Microscale Meteorol-
ogy Division (MMM). FL3 room 2076,
ext. 8166.

Robert Garramone, instrument maker
III with Design and Fabrication
Services. ML room 042, ext. 1695.

John Marquardt, student assistant III
with the High Altitude Observatory.
ML room 498A, ext. 1596.

Aref Nammari, electrical technician III
with the Research Aviation Facility.
Jeffco room 10, ext. 1068.

Michelle Querijero, student assistant
III with MMM. FL3 room 3097,
ext. 8155.

John Truesdale, scientific applications
programmer II with the Climate and
Global Dynamics Division. ML
room 300B, ext. 1386.

Debra Witman, secretary with MMM.
FL3 room 2091, ext. 8914.

Sole-Source Limit Increases

Effective immediately, the limit
on sole-source purchases is increased
from the current $1,000 to $2,500.
Therefore, purchase requisitions or
requests for contract action for
amounts of $2,500 or less do not have
to be accompanied by a completed
sole-source form. As soon as an
official revision can be made to the
contracts section of the UCAR Policies/
NCAR Procedures Manual, this change
will appear therein. In the meantime,
this announcement is the official
notification of the change. If you have
questions, please contact Annette
Reaves, ext. 8865.

Departures

Rebecca Campbell-Howe
Bruce Gandrud
Chris Halvorson
Egil Leer
Andrew Van Tuyl

31 May
31 May
31 May
27 May
2 June

Directory Change

Room Ext.

Joan Morton FB lobby 1673

Name Change

Kate Vaughan, formerly Kate
Knepper.
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Visitors

Bao, Jian-Wen. Pennsylvania State
University. Interest: Numerical and
mesoscale modeling, four-dimen-
sional data assimilation. 3-16 June.
ML room 402C, ext. 1377.
-Ronald Errico, CGD

Barnes, Graham. Yale University.
Interest: Redistribution of angular
momentum inside solar-type stars.
3 June-23 August. ML room 680,
ext. 1524.
-Keith MacGregor, HAO

Chaumerliac, Nadine. Laboratory of
Physical Meteorology, Clermont-
Ferrand, France. Interest: Atmo-
spheric chemical modeling. 15 June-
15 August. ML room 168B, ext. 1424.
-Sasha Madronich, ACD

Cisniega, Guadalupe. Mexican
Institute of Petroleum, Mexico City.
Interest: Atmospheric chemistry.
17 June-3 July. ML room 261,
ext. 1401.
-Jack Calvert, ACD

Emmanuel, Gus. NOAA. Interest:
STORM project. 5 June.
-Richard Dirks, MMM

Fox, Douglas. Brown University.
Interest: Atmospheric chemistry.
1 June-31 August. ML room 020,
ext. 1460.
-Lee Klinger, ACD

Garner, Trevor. University of Ala-
bama in Huntsville. Interest: Solar
and auroral variability in the earth's
upper atmosphere. 10 June-6 Septem-
ber. ML room 498, ext. 1595.
-Raymond Roble, HAO

Goldman, Dan. Brown University.
Interest: Programming. 3 June-
30 August. ML room 486, ext. 1560.
-Raymond Bovet, HAO

Hutchins, Charles. University of
Michigan. Interest: Ionospheric
electric field analysis. 3 June-
30 August. ML room 498, ext. 1595.
-Art Richmond, HAO

Kerswell, Richard. Massachusetts
Institute of Technology. Interest:
Nonlinear interactions among solar
p-modes. 3 June-12 July. ML
room 297, ext. 1531.
-Pawan Kumar, HAO

Lind, Aulis. University of Vermont.
Interest: Climatology research and
remote sensing. 5-24 June. ML
library carrel 2, ext. 1624.
-Stephen Schneider, CGD

Maddox, Robert. National Severe
Storms Laboratory. Interest: STORM
project. 5 June.
-Richard Dirks, MMM

Mihalas, Barbara. University of
Illinois. Interest: Solar-stellar oscilla-
tions. 3 June-28 August. ML
room 593A, ext. 1542.
-Timothy Brown, HAO

Mihalas, Dimitri. University of
Illinois. Interest: Solar-stellar astro-
physics. 3 June-28 August. ML
room 591, ext. 1563.
-Richard Fisher, HAO

Partee, Andy. Monmouth College.
Interest: Scientific programming.
3 June-30 August. ML room 274,
ext. 1510.
-Thomas Holzer, HAO

Pflaum, John. NOAA. Interest:
STORM project. 5 June.
-Richard Dirks, MMM

Qin, Yu. Beijing University, People's
Republic of China. Interest:
Atmospheric chemistry. 20-24 July.
ML room 269, ext. 1445.
-Guy Brasseur, ACD

Riese, Martin. University of
Wuppertal, Federal Republic of
Germany. Interest: Atmospheric
chemistry. 15 June-15 August. ML
room 380, ext. 1461.
-Guy Brasseur, ACD

Root, Terry. University of Michigan.
Interest: Effects of climate change on
bird ranges. 3-5 June.
-Stephen Schneider, CGD

Wang, Wei. University of North
Carolina. Interest: Physical oceanog-
raphy. 4-5 June.
-William Large, CGD

Wedel, Arno. International Student
Exchange Program of the Council on
International Educational Exchange,
Bonn, Federal Republic of Germany.
Interest: Atmospheric chemistry.
3 June-31 July. ML room 520E,
ext. 1496.
-Elliot Atlas, ACD

Yang, Peicai. Academia Sinica,
Beijing, People's Republic of China.
Interest: Atmospheric chemical
modeling. 20 June 1991-18 January
1992. ML room 380B, ext. 1418.
-- Guy Brasseur, ACD

Zipser, Edward. Texas A&M Univer-
sity. Interest: Convective cores in
EMEX and tropical convection.
25 June-20 August. FL3 room 2013,
ext. 8913.
-Margaret LeMone, MMM



Library News

13 - 20 June 1991

The following new acquisitions for the Mesa and branch libraries will be displayed in the Mesa Library
through the dates listed above. They may be reserved during display for subsequent checkout. NCAR staff
located off the mesa may borrow new books by checking the item(s) of interest below and sending this list to
Faith Percell. Be sure to include your name, location, and extension. Reference material, however, does not
circulate.

New Books Global Geomorphology : an Introduc-
tion to the Study of Landforms.
Summerfield, M A, Wiley, 1991.

Botany GB401.5 S82 1991.

Physicochemical and Environmental
Plant Physiology. Nobel, P S, Aca-
demic Press, Inc., 1991.
QK711.2 N623 1991.

Environmental Technology

Air Quality. Godish, T, Lewis Publish-
ers, 1991.
TD883 G57 1990.

Mathematics and Computer Science

John von Neumann and the Origins of
Modern Computing. Aspray, W, MIT
Press, 1990.
QA76.5 A77446 1990.

Computer Ethics :Cautionary Tales
and Ethical Dilemmas in Computing.
Forester, T, Morrison, P, MIT Press,
1990.
QA76.9 M65F67 1990b.

Fractals and Chaos. Crilly, A J,
Earnshaw, R A, Jones, H, editors,
Springer-Verlag, 1991.
QA614.86 F7 1990.

Physical Geography

Physical Geography. McIntyre, M P,
Eilers, H P, Mairs, J W, Wiley, 1991.
GB55 M455 1991.

Physics

Turbulence in Fluids : Stochastic and
Numerical Modelling. Lesieur, M,
Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1990.
QC145.2 L47 1990.

Chemistry of Atmospheres :an
Introduction to the Chemistry of the
Atmospheres of Earth, the Planets,
and their Satellites. Wayne, R P,
Oxford University Press, 1991.
QC879.6 W39 1991.

Psychology

Ways of Thinking : the Limits of
Rational Thought and Artificial
Intelligence. Mero, L, Meszaros, V,
editor, World Scientific Pub. Co., 1990.
B105 T54M47 1990.

New Reports

Atmospheric Science

Numerical Weather Prediction
Progress Report. 1991.
24214#1990.

The Implementation Of The
WAQUA/CSM-16 Model For Real
Time Storm Surge Forecasting. De
Vries, J W, 1991.
25456.

Bibliography Of Urban Climate 1981 -
1988. Oke, T R, 1990.
25458.

General Publications

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory
1990. Jones, B, 1990.
25461.

Oceanography

Technical Annexes To The Report On
The State Of The Marine Environ-
ment. 1990.
25459.

GESAMP: The State Of The Marine
Environment. 1990.
25460.

Physics

The Energetics Of Stochastic Con-
tinuum Equations For Fluid Systems.
Fleming, R J, 1991.
03278.

Initialization Of The HIRLAM Model
Using A Digital Filter. Lynch, P, 1991.
25457.
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?PLOYMIIENT PROCESS
PLEASE READI

APPLICATION PROCEDURE: To ensure that you will be considered for
the positions for which you feel qualified, an application form should be
completed for each. Please indicate the job number and position title on
your application. Completing an application is very helpful - although not
absolutely necessary. A resume will be accepted provided it contains all
necessary information. You may call our 24-hour jobline, 497-8707, to
obtain information about UCAR/NCAR positions.
NOTIFICATION OF APPLICATION STATUS: If you are applying for
an exempt position, we will notify you as to the status of your application
as soon as it can be determined. If you are applying for a non-exempt
position, you will be notified only if we wish to interview you. Normally,
positions are closed after sufficient applications have been received. When
a position closes, it will no longer appear in Staff Notes or be announced
on the jobline.
MORE INFORMATION ON SPECIFIC OPENINGS: You may obtain
copies of previous "Job Openings" ads at the UCAR/NCAR Human
Resources Office, located at 3450 Mitchell Lane, Boulder.
UCAR/NCAR EMPLOYEE APPLICATIONS: If you area UCARINCAR
employee and wish to be considered for any of the positions listed, please
complete an employee application (available from Human Resources,
x8713), attach a resume, and return it to Human Resources, NN3.
NOTE TO UCAR/NCAR STAFF: Requests for Staff must be received in
the Human Resources Office no later than noon Monday in order for the
job to be posted in the following Thursday's Staff Notes.

The University Corporation for Atmospheric Research has a strong
commitment to the principle of diversity in all areas. In that spirit, we
are interested in receiving applications from a broad spectrum of people,
including women, members of ethnic minorities, veterans, and disabled
individuals.

*EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO THE DIRECTOR - #1430

PLEASE NOTE: Ap lcatio ns m t be received o later than July 3,
1991.
DIR - Director's Office
Exempt Range: 60, $3,687 - 5530/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Assists the Director and Associate director with
policy planning and implementation; represents NCAR in internal and
external relations; gathers data and writes reports and prepares
presentation materials for internal and external audiences; coordinates the
Director's office computing systems; administers office support functions
and supervises staff in ways consistent with personnel policies, equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action program goals;
coordinates NCAR policy/procedure oversight, generation, and revision;
provides assistance on application of policies and procedures; functions as
administrative staff support to various internal committees; monitors the
budgets of the Director's office; administers the NCAR annual awards
process; arranges visits, tours, and programs for visitors and guests; and
administers the Director's system for delegation of contracting and

requisitioning authority.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Bachelor's degree or the equivalent combination of education and

experience
- Demonstrated skill in office management and supervision of office staff
- Demonstrated knowledge of and skill in applying principles of budget

and personnel management
- Demonstrated skill in establishing and maintaining effective working

relationships with persons at all levels of the organization
- Demonstrated skill in composing and editing correspondence and semi-

technical reports
- Demonstrated organizational skills
- Demonstrated written and oral communication skills
- Skill in evaluating and setting priorities and in meeting deadlines
Anna Reyna-Arcos

*ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY - #1428"

PLEASE NOTE: A aons for this positin will be accepted through
June 21,1991.
RAP - Demonstration Facility and Engineering Group
Non-Exempt Range: 9128, $1762 - 2288/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides administrative and secretarial support to
the RAP Demonstration Facility (DF) and Engineering Systems Group
(ESG). Composes and proofreads memoranda, letters, and
correspondence for own or another's signature; edits and proofreads
articles for publication in technical journals; organizes and compiles
information from numerous sources to develop drafts for reports and
documents for internal and external use; organizes and coordinates
administrative support for meetings, conferences, workshops, and
advisory panels, including reserving meeting rooms, arranging lodging for
out-of-town guests, and corresponding with attendees before meetings;
arranges domestic and foreign travel for DF and ESG; handles travel
authorizations and vouchers; collects and creates text, graphics materials,
and visual aids for presentations and documents; and uses electronic mail
services regularly within and outside of NCAR and RAP.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Advanced knowledge of office procedures
- Advanced secretarial experience
- Skill in making decisions
- Skill in organizing, coordinating, and prioritizing a wide variety of

tasks
- Skill in communicating both orally and in writing
- Skill in proofreading and editing for grammar, spelling, and

punctuation
- Skill in working independently
- Experience with word processing using WordPerfect 5.1 and

MacIntosh MacDraw and Freehand
-- Experience in making domestic and international travel arrangements
- Experience in maintaining composure and meeting deadlines in a high-

pressure environment
- Excellent interpersonal skills
Kristen Womer
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*SCIENTIST /lUI - RESEARCH ENGINEER I - #1426

PLEASE NOTE: Appati for this poiton w be accepted il 5:00
p.m. Angot 1, 1991.
ATD - Surface and Sounding Systems Facility, Integrated Sounding
Systems
Exempt Range: 60, $3,687 - $5,530/mo

62, $4,260 - $6,390/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: This position will serve as leader of the Integrated
Sounding System (ISS) Development Program. This program is a multi-
year development that involves two NCAR divisions (ATD and MMM),
three ATD Facilities (SSSF, RSF and RDP), and three collaborating
external organizations (NOAA/ERL, Wave Propagation and Aeronomy
Laboratories, and the University of Wisconsin Space Science and
Engineering Center). The Program Leader provides technical and
scientific leadership for the ISS Development Program, managing and
supervising a team of ATD scientists, engineers, programmers and
technicians. Interacts with senior ATD scientific and management staff to
set policy and develop long range plans for the continued evolution and
direction of the ISS; and actively promotes support of the Program within
the NSF-NCAR community and also the broader mesoscale and microscale
atmospheric research community. Conducts original research, of which
a significant portion is in experimental meteorology and which is directly
related to the ISS instrumentation and/or data assimilation components of
the Program. Publishes results in peer-reviewed journals, and otherwise
distributes results of his/her research and other ISS developments to
national and international conferences, seminars, workshops and so forth.
Supervises field project staff including scientists, engineers, technicians
and programmers in field campaigns involving the ISS. May contribute
to the development of new active remote sensing concepts and techniques.
Interacts closely with the academic community in addition to federal and
private research organizations. Assists in the preparation of research and
development proposals related to the ISS development. Assists in the
preparation of annual performance evaluations for ISS Development
Program staff. Will supervise employees in ways consistent with UCAR
policies and with its equal employment opportunity and affirmative action
programs. Performs other duties as assigned by the Manager of the ATD
Surface & Sounding Systems Facility.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Ph.D or equivalent in the atmospheric or physical sciences or

engineering
- National or international recognition for scientific or engineering

applications related to the development or application of advanced
ground-based active and passive remote sensors, or advanced
numerical mesoscale modeling utilizing measurements from both
remote and in situ profiling systems

- Demonstrated skill and excellence in written and oral
communications

- Skill and extensive background in meteorological field projects,
including demonstrated leadership as a principal investigator

- Skill in managing scientific research programs of a comparable
nature

- Skill and willingness to function harmoniously with and to manage and
direct others

- Familiarity with the concept of the Integrated Sounding System and
its component observing systems: wind profilers, radio acoustic
sounders, microwave radiometers, infrared interferometer-
spectrometers, ceilometers, radiosonde systems, and in situ surface
measurements

- Willingness to travel in support of various field projects and to
participate in scientific meetings where such travel may total 30 to 90
days per year

Searl Brier

*SOFrWARE ENGINEER II- 1425.

PLEASE NOTE: Apptcaionmrst be recmved m later thaa Jme 28,
1991.

SCD - Distributed Computing
Exempt Range: 57, $2,967 - 4,450/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Serves as a member of a software engineering team
responsible for developing and maintaining software for the NCAR
distributed computing environment. Builds rapid prototypes of Graphical
User Interfaces (GUI); builds TCP/IP session level communication
interfaces between workstations and the SCD servers of supercomputing
resources; consults for NCAR/UCAR, and Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI) users on network and gateway problems and situations
in accessing the supercomputing resources at NCAR; develops general
software tools; performs system administrator functions on a variety of
UNIX machines; installs the X Window System, X Libraries, and X
toolkits on a variety of UNIX machines; ports and installs user requested
packages on a variety of UNIX machines; designs and implements and
makes additions to the NCAR X GUI interfaces to the SCD computing
resources; adheres to high software engineering standards for flexibility,
reliability, portability, and adaptability of the software; interacts with
scientists and other software team members in the design of the graphical
user interface, including aspects of "look and feel" as well as functionality;
assists users and installer of the developed products through consulting,
documentation, and training efforts; builds system and component test
scenarios; performs testing of systems and software components and logs
test results; and documents the system as required through any or all of
the: interactive help facilities, UNIX man pages, user guides, and
reference manuals.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- B.S. or equivalent in computer science, math, engineering or physical

science
- Training in the principles of software engineering
-- Knowledge of and demonstrated skill and experience in programming

at all levels of X Window Systems software
- Knowledge of the current state of X Window toolkits and the problems

related to installing and using such toolkits
- Demonstrated experience in writing distributed computing applications
- Demonstrated skill in functioning as a UNIX System Administrator of

a variety of UNIX systems including AT&T System V UNIX, BSD 4.3
UNIX, UNICOS, ULTRIX, HP/UX, and AIX

- Demonstrated skill in writing C programs
- Demonstrated UNIX systems programmer skills, particularly in

communications
- Skill in written and oral communication
- Skill in working well with others, or independently
- Willingness to travel for work related activities such as workshops and

conferences
Anna Reyna-Arcos

CLERK/TYPIST - #1424

PLEASE NOTE: Applicationms must be received no later than 5.:00 p.m.
em July 3, 1991.
HAO - Administration
Non-Exempt Range: 25, 1486-1930/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides support for the High Altitude Observatory
Staff. Sorts and distributes mail; serves as key operator for the copy
machine and laser printer; maintains necessary office supplies; orders and
delivers refreshments for seminars and meetings; maintains bulletin
boards; prepares and distributes seminar notices; maintains sign-out
sheets for the HAO meeting room, projectors, and fdms; types letters and
memos; runs errands; and performs general clerical duties including
answering phones, and making copies.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Basic knowledge of English grammar, spelling, and punctuation
- Knowledge of office practices and procedures
- Skill in word processing using WordPerfect 5.1
- Skill in accurate typing at 45 wpm
- Skill in working with a variety of people
- Skill in organizing work priorities
- Skill in communicating effectively, both orally and in writing

C
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- Willingness to perform basic and repetitious tasks carefully and
thoroughly

- Valid Driver's license which will comply with UCAR's liability
insurance

Kristen Womer

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY - 11423

PLEASE NOTE: A ti fr forthis positih m t be eceived moter
thm 5:00 p.m. July 3, 1991.
ATD - Remote Sensing Facility
Non-Exempt Range: 28, $1762-2288/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides administrative and secretarial support for
the Remote Sensing Facility Manager, scientific, engineering, and
administrative staff. Word processes, proofreads, and edits memoranda,
correspondence, scientific papers, technical and scientific manuscripts,
manuals, statistical tables, graphic displays, technical notes, lengthy
reports, and various administrative forms; assists the RSF Manager with
the preparation of long-range planning documents, including compilation
of data and information, distribution, and requesting pertinent
information from RSF supervisory staff; composes memoranda, letters,
and correspondence for own and other' signature; analyzes and monitors
the Manager's in-coming mail and phone calls including prioritizing,
follow-up, and channelling to pertinent staff; maintains Manager's
calendar and schedule; coordinates and follows up on plans for
workshops, retreats, symposiums, and panel meetings; maintains riles and
records; maintains and monitors office equipment; handles foreign and
domestic travel arrangements for Manager and RSF staff including
visitors; coordinates facility's records retention including scientific data
and administrative archives; investigates and develops resources for
specific goods and services needed for special RSF projects; handles
administrative information requests; maintains knowledge of organization
policies and procedures and answers or directs related questions as
appropriate; and performs general secretarial duties including answering
multi-line phones, sorting and distributing mail, maintaining office
calendar, filing, photocopying, maintaining office supplies for the facility;
handling special shipments or mailings; data entry; serves as key operator
for photocopier and fax machine; maintains RSF library; and assists the
facility administrator with administrative and budgetary tasks as assigned.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Demonstrated skill in word processing using WordPerfect 5.1,

electronic mail, and Paradox data base systems
- Skill in proofreading and editing for grammar, spelling, and

punctuation
- Skill in composing, preparing, proofreading, and editing technical and

complex documents and correspondence
- Skill in coordinating, prioritizing and completing tasks in a timely and

efficient manner
- Skill in using good judgment and discretion in handling confidential

and sensitive materials and information
- Skill in written and oral communication skills
- Skill in interacting effectively with a wide variety of people both within

and outside the organization
- Skill in the interpretation and application of a wide variety of complex

administrative policies and procedures
Kristen Womer

ADMINISTRATIVE SECRETARY - 11422

PLEASE NOTE: Applaons mst be received m later than 5:00 p.m.
a Wedauday, Jie 26,1991.
UCAR, Office of Corporate Affairs
Non-Exempt Range: 28, $1762 - 2288/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides administrative and secretarial support to
the office of the UCAR Vice President for Corporate Affairs, which
includes the Development Office. Prepares documents, performs general
office duties such as answering phones, ordering supplies, copying and
faxing, and maintaining development office files; handles conference and

meeting scheduling and organizing, including scheduling meeting places,
arranging for caterers, attending meetings to help with copying and travel
changes; prepares agenda and material assembly and mailings; arranges
extensive travel plans for the UCAR vice-president and the director of
development, as well as for meeting participants and visitors; carries out
research tasks at the direction of the director of development; maintains
a tickler and follow-up file for the director of development; drafts
correspondence as needed; and tracks the budget for the development
office.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Advanced knowledge of office procedures
- Advanced word processing and electronic communication skills
- Knowledge of MacIntosh computers
- Highly developed organizational skills
- Excellent oral and written communication abilities
- Skill in working with a wide range of people, and maintaining good

relationships with them
- Skill in working under tight time pressures, and on multiple tasks
- Skill and experience in making travel arrangements
- Experience in tracking budgets
- Willingness to work occasional overtime
Kristen Womer

PART-TIME

*RESEARCH ASSISTANT I - 11429*

PLEASEL NOTE: Apylai for this position wilbe accepted until
5:00pm Jme 28,1991.
ATD - Surface and Sounding Systems Facility
Non-Exempt Range: 29, $1,921 - $2,495/mo (.70FTE)
DUTIES INCLUDE: Assists in the analysis of a micrometeorologicaldata
set, including operating existing analysis packages and contributing to the
development of new analysis techniques. Provides support for the Portable
Automated Mesonet II (PAM II) system. Monitors operation of satellite
ground station, detects and reports abnormalities. Plots and reviews daily
files and status information. Performs data processing functions including
data set merging, archiving, and creation of output products. Maintains
operational records. Documents procedures and activities.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- B.S. in meteorology, physics, or related physical science
- Demonstrated skill using the UNIX operating system, including shell

script programming and the use of standard UXIX tools
- Skill in C or FORTRAN Programming
- Demonstrated oral and written communication skills
- Skill in interpreting geophysical data sets
- Skill in working independently
- Knowledge of statistical and spectral analysis techniques
- Willingness to assume responsibility for a critical operational

component of the PAM II system
PLEASE NOTE: This positia is for a term up to November 30, 1991
with the possmlity of emion.
Searl Brier

STUDENT ASSISTANTS

All student assistants must be enrolled for credit in an accredited
secondary or post secondary school, college or university; or in a trade
school which has received a Certificate of Approval from the Colorado
State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education and
must be able to work up to 20 hours/week during periods school is in
session, and full-time during breaks.

*STUDENT ASSISTANT HI - 1431*

PLEASE NOTE: Apprmcnrin mist be received m later tha 5.-00 p.m.
-a Jme 27, 1991.
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MMM - STORM Project Office
Flat Rate: $9.00/hr
Hours: 20 hours per week during school, full-time during breaks
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides programming support for the STORM
Project Office/Office of Field Project Support; develops and maintain
interactive access and data management software for meteorological data
sets; designs and develops software to read, reformat, and summarize
digital radar, sounding, and surface data sets; reads documentation and
works with various codes to determine existing program and system
capabilities; designs and develops interactive access software for the
STORM Data Management System; tests and maintains programs; and
writes, maintains, and distributes program documentation.
REQUIREMENTS INCLUDE:
- Knowledge of the UNIX operating system
-- Demonstrated skill in C programming
- Skill in organizing computer applications into logical steps
-- Skill in oral and written communication
- Experience with Data Base Management systems is desirable, but not

required
PLEASE NOTE: This position is for a term of ome year.
Kristen Womer

ADDITIONAL POSITIONS

We are still accepting applications for positions listed below. For
information on any of the following previously published job vacancies,
please contact the Human Resources Department at 497-8713.

SENIOR INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER/GROUP LEADER - 11413
NOTE: Appdlcation for th position wil he accepted through July 1,
1991.
UCAR - Cooperative Program for Operational Meteorology, Education
and Training (COMET)
Exempt Range: 60, $3,687.- 5,530/mo
First published in "Job Openings" on May 16, 1991

SCIENTIST 111-1138.113%6.11397

PLAENOTE: A .p os for this position wil he accepited unt6l5:00
pim.on Jam 30,1991. Three vacamnu seast.

HAO - High Altitude Observatory
Exempt Range: 58, $3,193 - $4,790/mo

60, $3,687 - $5,530/mo
First published in "Job Openings" on April 25, 1991

PART-TIME

STUDENT ASSISTANT H -M1421

PLEASE NOTE: Aaioismue be recaved solar than 5:00 P.m.
Jm.e 19,1991.

HAO - Solar Maximum Mission Coronograph/Polarimeter Project
Flat Rate: $7.50/hr
Fist imbished -s"Job Opeings - May 30, 1991

STUDENT ASSISTANT II- 11378
CGD - Climate Sensitivity & CO2 Research Group
Flat Rate: $7.50/hr
First published in "Job Openings" on March 28, 1991

INO

The following positions are available at the Institute for Naval
Oceanography, operated by the University Corporation for Atmospheric
Research and located in Bay St. Louis, Mississippi. To apply, please
submit applications to Susan M. Sprouse, Human Resources Specialist,
Building 1103, Room 233, Stennis Space Center, MS 39529.

ASSOCIATE SCIENTI

PLEASE NOTE: ApEcatie mi be recived - later than 5:00 pm.
o July 3,1991
Exempt Range: 54, $2,393-3590/mo
DUTIES INCLUDE: Provides support for INO research and development
program in ocean simulations and observing systems simulations.
Performs data gathering and reductions, and analysis and interpretation;
conducts and documents scientific research on various aspects of data
assimilative primitive equation ocean circulation models; writes and
modifies computer programs; and collaborates with INO scientists
engaged in constructing nowcasting/forecasting numerical ocean models.
REQUIREMENTS:
-- MS in Physical Oceanography, Ocean Engineering, Meteorology,

Mathematics, or related science, and one or more years experience
indata acquisition, processing and analysis in statistical analysis and
numerical techniques for oceanographic, atmospheric or marine
research activities

-- Demonstrated skill in writing and modifying computer programs in
Fortran and C

SOFTWARE ENGINEER III

Exempt Range:9058, $3,100.- 4,650/mo
First published in "Job Openings" on December 6, 1990

"Asterisked positions are appearing in "Job Openings" for the first time.
SECRETARY - 11419
PLAS NOE "Apicaloos for tis position w.lbe accepted ro
Jam 21,1991.
CGD - Division Administrator's Office
Non-exempt Range: 26, $743 - 965/mo (.5 FTE)
HOURS: 20/per week, to be discussed
First published in "Job Openings" on May 30, 1991

S'TUDENT A -S STA N1S

All student assistants must be enrolled for credit in an accredited
secondary or post secondary school, college or university; or in a trade
school which has received a Certificate of Approval from the Colorado
State Board for Community Colleges and Occupational Education and
must be able to work up to 20 hours/week during periods school is in
session, and full-time during breaks.



Calendar

17 June through 24 June 1991

Friday, 21 June

OPEN

Tuesday, 18 June

* CGD Seminar -- The Southern
Oscillation and South African
Rainfall -- Changes in the
Teleconnection Over Time --
Janette Lindesay, CSIRO,
Melbourne, Australia

10:30 a.m
NCAR Mesa Lab
Main Seminar Room

Wednesday, 19 June

* Manager Training Seminar --
Budget and Planning -- David
Waltman, NCAR

9:00 a.m.
NCAR Mesa Lab
Damon Room

Thursday, 20 June

* MMM Seminar -- A Class of
Semi-Lagrangian Approximations
for Fluids -- PiotrK.
Smolarkiewicz, MMM

3:30 p.m.
NCAR Foothills Lab
Seminar Room, Bldg. 1, 1st Floor

* CGD Seminar -- An Alternative
View to Barotropic Forced
Solutions -- Antonio Navarra,
IMGA-CNR, Italy

1:30 p.m.
NCAR Mesa Lab
Main Seminar Room

Monday, 24 June

OPEN

Monday, 17 June

Calendar announcements may be
mailed to the Conference Office,
ML 140. Tuesday at 5:00 p.m. is the
deadline for items to be included.
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